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Mall of America

Friday, May 29, 2009

Visits and sales up at Mall of America
Minneapolis / St. Paul Business Journal - by John Vomhof Jr. Staff writer

Despite serving as a 78-acre tribute to American 
consumerism, the Mall of America has remained 
strong during the recession.

Approximately 42.5 million people visited the mall in 
2008, up slightly from 2007, and sales increased 
nearly 2 percent for the year.

“We feel fortunate that we have been able to weather 
the current economic downturn relatively well,” 
spokesman Dan Jasper said.

Business is holding strong so far in 2009, too. The mall 
reports that foot traffic is up a little as is ridership in the Nickelodeon Universe 
amusement park.

“We are expecting a very busy summer, anticipating that a lot of guests will choose ‘stay-
cations’ for an affordable option, and will spend some of that time at Mall of America,” 
Jasper said.

The mall also expects to draw plenty of tourists from neighboring states, who choose to 
take a several-hour road trip instead of traveling cross country.

The mall also should benefit from some new attractions, Jasper said. The Theatres at Mall 
of America recently added motion seats, Rick Bronson’s House of Comedy will open in 
early summer and the Amazing Mirror Maze will open in early June.
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Sticky Note
Due to the economy consumers still find means for entertainment.   Mall of America had advertise affordable transportation for  consumers coming form neighboring towns, cities and states.  Mall of America use concerts, games, rides all included with discounts coupons as way to entice consumers.
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Sticky Note
New stores such as Barbie, American Girl, Comedy Club, and new restaurants has help generate revenue for Mall of America despite the economic struggle
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Sticky Note
Recent research at University Of  St. Thomas shows shoed the Twin Cities residents will spend  a total of $832 million this seaon, down 10.9% from $939 million last year.  the average household expenditure has decreased 11.7% over last year.More consumers plan to look for bargains online as oppose to last year
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Sales Increase at Mall of America

This article drew our attentions because it is something that is going on in our local areas.  We have seen many local businesses suffer in sales or go bankrupt due to the economy, however revenue at the Mall of Americas sales are increasing.  We decided to investigate the revenue increase at the Mall of America.

After research we learned that due to influx of new businesses such as American Girl, Barbie and new restaurants like Craves, has been replacing closed stores sales.  This has resulted in an increase of revenue and profits at the Mall of America.  The mall has been advertising affordable transportation and special packages at local hotels to entice consumers to increase sales this year.
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